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VEGAS VAIRS  
CHAPTER 891 OF CORSA  

 

MEETS THE 2ND WEDNESDAY OF EVERY MONTH  

 

7:00 P.M.  
DENNY’S RESTAURANT  
 
3081 S. MARYLAND PARKWAY  
LAS VEGAS, NV 89109  
734-1295  

COME EARLY TO MEET AND GREET !!  
 

MEMBERSHIP DUES ARE $20  

DUE BY FEBRUARY 1ST OF EACH  

YEAR.THEY MAY BE PAID AT THE MONTHLY MEETING 

 OR MAILED TO:  

VEGAS VAIRS  

P.O. BOX 62925  

LAS VEGAS, NV. 89162-1925  

 

OFFICERS  
HARRY RANSOM, PRESIDENT  
 
BOB BOEHM, VICE PRESIDENT  

 
PAUL BERNARDO, SECRETARY  
 
INGRID HOWARD, TREASURER  
 
 

ADVERTISING:  
FREE TO CLUB MEMBERS, $25 PER YR. FOR BUSINESSES 

AND NON MEMBERS  
CONTRIBUTIONS TO VEGAS VAIRS VISION ARE ALWAYS 

WELCOME!!!!  If you wish to submit articles, ads, 

photos, etc. email your editor  at : 
vichoward@frontiernet.net  or send it to me at: 
 5574 TABLEAU  
FORT MOHAVE, AZ. 86426  

928-768-6062 
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~ The President‟s Page for November, 2010 ~ 

 

  Hi all. Well, by the time you read this column the Great Western Fan Belt Toss & Swap Meet along with our fall 

picnic will be history.  I sure hope the weather was clear and that we had a heavy turnout.  Yeah, yeah, too many 

calories and all that bit. 

  There certainly wasn‟t a heavy attendance of show cars at the First Annual UNLV Mechanical Engineering Car Show 

on October 17th.  Yes, it sprinkled the night before and storm clouds assembled all morning.  So, maybe the weather 

scared „em away.  But Bob Boehm, Ernie McKinney, and myself risked all sorts of cosmetic blemishes and went ahead and 

participated in this newborn affair.  Ernie won 2nd place for Best Truck and they lavished a red ribbon on me for 2nd 

best original interior.  

  As usual hundreds of folks stood and scratched their heads as they stared transfixed at Bob‟s turbo motor.  And 

the typical comments prevailed – “They offered a turbo for this thing?  Uh, what kind of car is it again?”  Then, when 

they viewed Ernie‟s trick truck it was usually something like – “Now that‟s a unique custom ramp.  But why did you put it 

on the side?”  “Well (we might answer), if you were to install it in back it would stick up too high when folded, right?  

And the aerodynamics would be shot to pieces as well, eh?” But car shows are still a blast.  I‟m having tons of fun. 

 Wow, but did Mel Jackson ever knock our socks off with his video presentation at the last meeting.  For those of you 

who weren‟t there you really missed a goodie!  Mel showed us a promotional film made by GM for the introduction of the 

original Corvair.  That EM four door would put any Jeep to shame.  Up and down hills, across meadows and rivers, 

bushwhacking through brush, that little marvel just couldn‟t be stopped!  They even showed it braking on airport runway 

foam!  Next, they purposely rolled it and proceeded to open the doors and hood afterwards!  Then there were laps 

around the Lime Rock race course.  Good schtick.  Great marketing.  What a jewel.  We were promised copies by “one” 

enterprising club member.  I won‟t say any names but we know where she lives!  Hey, once you see it, you‟ll want your 

own copy.  Many, many thanks Mel. 

 On Friday and Saturday, October 15th & 16th I attended the Vintage Auto Racing Association‟s (VARA) fall bash at 
the motorcycle/sports car track at Las Vegas Motor Speedway.  I‟m sorry to report that for the second year in a row 

there were no Corvairs in competition.  I chatted with a good number of old time racers and they assured me that when 

there are „Vairs in a class they tend to be front runners.  Anyone wanna‟ race? 

Our summer house hunting continues in the Reno/Sparks area.  We “think” we can afford it.  We just can‟t afford 
to deal with the suffocating summer heat anymore.  Enough is enough!  We moved to the desert in 1976 and we‟ve been 

ionizing ever since.  We love to dine outdoors.  Nope, in the eastern Mohave it‟s maybe five evenings in all of springtime 

and about the same in the fall that allow for a comfortable al fresco atmosphere. 

Once again I refer to our tentative transplant plans since the club will have to produce someone else to head up the 

meetings from May through September; IF, I‟m still president?  I volunteered to be an officer for one year.  I 

certainly wouldn‟t want to deny someone else the opportunity to lead our august group.  It isn‟t all that much work to be 

at the helm, but, there is a necessary commitment.  As always, it‟s your club – why not just take turns steering the 

chapter from behind the wheel?  Any takers? 

So, as we head into the holidays you might want to consider trying something a bit different.  Plans are in place by 

the Las Vegas Cruising Association to allow for anyone who wants to participate to cruise the Las Vegas Strip on the 

first Sunday of each month starting at 7:30 am from Sahara Avenue.  Cars will gather to coordinate at 7:00 am in the 

Palace Station Hotel & Casino front west parking lot.  From there the cruise to the southern “welcome” sign and back will 

encompass about twelve miles.  At the return all participants are invited to have breakfast together.  This may prove to 

be a winner.  Traffic is light at that hour and the heatis history.   

There is also some talk of convoying to the new Hoover Dam bypass bridge at about 10:00 am from the Boulder 
Station Casino but I‟ll believe that when I see it.  The logistics are just too challenging.  For more specific info you can 

call 702-643-0000 or 702-348-5512. 

 

-    - - Happy Halloween, happy Thanksgiving, and happy Viton seals,   Prez Harry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

OIL PERFORMANCE RATINGS    (part 1) 

               Groups such as the American Petroleum 

Institute (API), the International Lubricants, 

Standardization and Approval Committee (ILSAC), and 

ACEA (European), plus various automobile companies 

have developed standards for motor oil so as to ensure 

maximum engine cleanliness and life plus minimal engine 

wear.  The two most important of these oil standards to 

us in the U.S. are those set by the API and ILSAC. 

Basically, for the GF-4/SM ratings, the ILSAC ratings are 

simply the corresponding API Sx rating, plus a slight 

gasoline-mileage improvement called “Energy 

Conserving” usually allowed by the addition of 

molybdenum to the oil.. However, starting with the GF-

5/SN ratings this wording will be changed to “Resource 

Conserving”. GF-5 oils now will include several additional 

improvements over the corresponding SN specification. 

The most important of these are increased fuel mileage 

and phosphorus retention as shown in the table below. 

      Another interesting point to look for is the exact 

wording on the oil container concerning these various 

industry and manufacturer's standards.  There is a 

distinction between “exceeding” (or surpassing) any of 

these standards as contrasted with just “meeting” these 

standards.  Some brands of oil will exceed all standards. 

Others may just meet these standards.  Still others will 

exceed some, and meet other standards. It pays to read 

the containers. 

In the API oil rating system, S stands for Service and C 

stands for Commercial, although many people think of it 

as S for spark ignition and C for compression ignition 

(engines). 

Note too, that Cx ratings (e.g., CH) are concerned with 

diesel engine. These are generally not applicable to 

gasoline engines unless the Sx ratings are also included 

in the Donut.   

The ILSAC Rating System  

The ILSAC rating system is designed to cover new 

gasoline powered vehicles and uses the designation of 

GF-x, where x is a sequential number. Conformance to 

the latest ILSAC standard is identified by the so-called 

“Starburst” on the front of the container, as shown in 

Photo 9-1. The standard, GF-4 is currently in effect. But a 

new standard, GF-5, will take effect in October 2010 for 

the 2011 automobiles.  For 2010-2011, both GF-4 and 

GF-5  will be in effect with GF-4 being discontinued in 

October 2011. You will be able to identify which GF 

standard is applicable by looking at the back of the 

container for the API Donut.                                              

(BY BOB HELT) 

At the top of the Donut, SM will identify the GF-4 standard 

and SN will show that theGF-5 standard is being applied.  

  

 

                                  FIGURE 9-1 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE “STARBURST” SHOWN ON THE 
FRONT OF OIL CONTAINERS IDENTIFYING THAT 
THIS OIL MEETS THE LATEST ILSAC GF-X OIL 
STANDARD.  SEE THE TEXT FOR INFORMATION ON 
THIS STANDARD. 
   

Oils of the following multigrade viscosities were 

designated for new vehicles under the ILSAC standards. 

These have a reduced level of ZDDP (0.08% max 

phosphorus), and are called the GF-4 and GF-5 oils. Only 

these following viscosities are covered by these two GF 

standards. 

                                         GF-4 / GF-5 OILS 

 0W-20 

                             0W-30 

 5W-20 

 5W-30 

                    10W-30 

     The GF-4 ratings include a reduction in the 
phosphorus levels that pose a potential problem for our 
Corvairs. While it industry now believes these reduced 
phosphorus levels will provide satisfactory protection for 
our sliding-type of valve lifters, many people still doubt 
that adequate protection is provided and insist on using 
oils having the previous phosphorus levels of 0.10% or 
higher as provided by SJ and SL rated oils as discussed 
below. GF-4  also required improved fuel-mileage 
standards with GF-5 requiring even 



 

 

 

 

 

 

more  mileage improvement, along with many other 

improvements such as a 79% phosphorus retention requirement 

to reduce catalytic converter contamination. Phosphorous 

amounts remain the same for GF-5 as for GF-4 at 0.06% 

minimum and 0.08% maximum. However to accomplish the 

phosphorus retention, a new type of ZDDP (that supplies the 

phosphorus) will be used for the GF-5 oils. In order to distinguish 

between the new and old ZDDPs, we will call the new one ZDP. 

While no lessoning of the wear protection is expected with this 

new ZDP, its effects have not been back-tested on sliding lifter 

(Corvair-type) engines.  

  

The API Oil Rating System 

 

 The API grades motor oil to standards designated as 

Sx, where S stands for Service, and x is a letter grade showing 

that the oil meets that particular standard (For example SL). As 

the letter grade is advanced, so does the quality and protection 

provided by that oil. The API oil standard is shown at the top 

portion of the Donut on the back of the oil container.  See Figure 

9-2)  

 

  

                                  FIGURE 9-2 

 

The American Petroleum Institute’s (API’s) standard logo 
trademark (the Donut) on the back of the oil container 
showing that this oil meets the standard of SL. This logo is  

 

 

 

your assurance that this oil meets the automobile 
manufacturer’s requirements a specific standard or 
specification. 

        When the ILSAC GF-4 standard was released in November 
2004, the API standard of SM was also released and linked to it. 
The SM oil standard was identical to the GF-4 standard except 
for two major differences. The first being that there was no limit 
on the amount of phosphorus that could be in the SM rated oil, 
although the practical limit was usually that of the SJ and SL 
standards of 0.10%. The second difference was that the SM oils 
may or may not meet the fuel mileage improvements of the GF-4 
oils. If they did, then the viscosities of these oils were one of the 
GF-4 viscosities (see the table on this page)  and this was so 
noted by the words “Energy Conserving” in the lower portion of 
the Donut on the back of the container. 
 It is expected that the new ILSAC standard, GF-5 will 

be first implemented in October 2010 and at that time, the API 

standard SN will also be placed in effect and linked to the ILSAC 

standard. There will be several differences between these two 

standards with the most notable of these being the 0.79% 

phosphorus retention option and increased mileage option for 

the SN rated oils. That is, while the mileage improvements and 

phosphorus retention are requirements of the GF-5 standard, 

they will be optional for the SN oils. If SN rated oils also meet 

these two requirements and are of one of the GF-5 viscosities, 

then they also meet the GF-5 oil standard. This will be identified 

by the words “Resource Conserving” in the lower portion of the 

Donut on the back of the container (in addition to the Starburst 

on the front). It is possible for a SN rated oil that is not one of the 

GF-5 viscosities to meet these two requirements but not the GF-

5 standard (because of the viscosity). These oils will have the 

Resource Conserving words in the Donut but will not have the 

Starburst. 

 As with the SM rating, there is no limit on the amount of 

phosphorus that can be in the SN rated oil, although the practical 

limit will usually be that of the SJ and SL standards of 0.10% or 

even possibly have a higher level of phosphorus in some cases. 

These oils are primarily sold as High-Mileage and Racing oils.  

 Thus, SN oil recommended for our Corvairs will be in 

non-GF-5 viscosities and without either the Starburst or 

“Resource Conserving” in the Donut.  

 

TO BE CONTINUED IN THE DECEMBER NEWSLETTER

 

 



 

 

ODD THING ABOUT CORVAIRS!!! 

 

 

WHAT IS THIS THING? 

 

Have you ever seen one of these Corvairs?  A small number were built on dealer 

special order for the 1961 model year.  Chevrolet called it the Monza ShortVair.  

This is one of the few survivors that is still on the road. 

 

CONGRATULATIONS TO STEVE AND SALLY WENTWORTH WHO  

ARECELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF WEDDING BLISS ON NOVEMBER 2ND!!! 

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS!!! 

I FORGOT TO PUT THIS IN FOR OCTOBER SO BETTER LATE THEN  

NEVER- - - JANET CORNWELL AND I BOTH CELEBRATED OUR BIRTHDAYS 

IN OCTOBER.ERNIE MCKINNEY AND JOHN CHARASKA ARE ANOTHER 

YEAR OLDER IN NOVEMBER !!! 



 

 

VEGAS VAIRS FALL PICNIC OCTOBER 24, 2010 

 

 

     

                                    

 

LOTS OF VAIRS, GOOD FRIENDS AND TERRIFIC FOOD WAS ENJOYED BY ALL !!!!!!!!!!!!! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   WELCOME TO RAFEECORVAIR.COM 

                Parts and rebuilding services in the Heartland. 

  Hook up your ride with high quality parts from Rafee Corvair! 

Available 7 days a week at 918-753-2486. We will be glad to answer any questions you might have. E-mail: rafee@rafeecorvair.com, no charge for advice.               We are a 

full-time parts and service shop for your Vair: whether you want to keep it stock, or modify it to gain performance, Rafee can do it: complete restoration & full line of rebuilding services, powder-

coating and chrome. We stock a large selection of new, used and some NOS parts. We carry durable gaskets that are custom made for Rafee Corvair. All our parts are exact reproductions for easy 

installation.  Sick and tired of paying high prices for parts to keep your ride going??? Why not give us a try?  Here are some examples of our great prices:                                                                 

-60/9 all, engine harness, $74.25                                                              -61/4 chrome gas cap with key, $17.88                                         

-60/4 engine shroud seal, 4 pieces, heavy duty, $16.25.                        - 60-9 differential top cover gasket, cork, $4.25  

-60/9 thick cork valve cover gaskets, $6.50/pair                                      -universal HP Accel coil, $28.25 

-60/9 oil pan gasket, thick cork or aluminum, $6.25                               -63/9 mirror with Chevy bow-tie, $27.80  

-TRW forged pistons, $295                                                                         -60/9 rod bearings, std or .010, $54.98 

-7 mm sparkplug wires, blue/ black/ red, $26.55.        –correct roller rockers for your Vair, $309 (prices subject to change) 

 We carry Soffseal weatherstrips, KYB, Hastings rings, Taylor wires in various colors, tissue dispensers all years, mirrors all years, Isky cams new and reground, cam 

gears stock and HP, brake shoes, disc brake kits, correct fan belts, carburetor kits cars and turbo, turn signal switches, turn signal levers, grommets, oil filters, Viton 

O’rings, clutch cables all years, and many more.  We accept Paypal and all major credit cards. We offer discounts to clubs.  

                                Check us on the web to order online and view Rafee’s work.  

                             We ship worldwide. Nous parlons francais &  hablamos espanol.  

 We are looking forward to doing business with you. Happy to be at your service! 

 

Clark‟s Corvair Parts® 

Clark’s has been your supplier for quality repros for the past 37 years.  This year, we expect to reproduce even more parts for your Corvair. 

See the Supplement for the following: 

Vario us New FC Item s 

1964 Trim    Turbo parts 

stainless gas tank senders 

Late m odel steering colum n parts 

650 Page 2007-2012 Catalog 

USA - $6 CANADA - $9.95   Most Other Countries - $12.95 

                                                                                                                                                                                   Clark’s Corvair Parts® 

400 Mohawk Trail, Shelburne Falls, MA  01370 

413-625-9776     FAX: 413-625-8498 

www.corvair.com    email: clarks@corvair.com 
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              ACTIVITIES FOR THE MONTH 
 
 Saturday November 6 Goldstrom’s 9th Annual Classic Car Show 5375 S. Cameron St/Hacienda 8am–

4pm (702) 873-6576  

* All Proceeds to American Parkinson Disease Assn of Southern Nevada * Open to all pre-1974 Classic Vehicles 

*  Food, Fun & Entertainment * Vendor Booths, Live & Silent Auction * Raffle Drawings * Garage Sale Area *  

 

Sunday AM November 7 1st Monthly “Cruise the Las Vegas Strip” Meet at Palace Station, 

2411 W. Sahara Ave 7am Sunday * Meet at Front West Parking Lot on Sahara * All Years, Makes & Models 

Welcome * All Clubs & Individuals *  

* Leave 7:30am heading down Las Vegas Strip to Welcome Sign & then head back up the Strip to Palace Station 
and have Breakfast at the Feast Buffet * 12 miles Round Trip * Sunday Morning Traffic on Strip is very light *  

              * Information & Questions: (702) 643-0000 / (702) 348-5512 / (702) 281-4027 / (702) 858-4401 *  

 

Sunday AM November 7 “Hoover Dam ByPass Bridge Cruise” Meet at Boulder Station, 4111 

Boulder Hwy 10am Sunday  

All Years, Makes & Models * All Clubs & Individuals *  

              Leave 10:30am heading South on Boulder Hwy to drive over the New Hoover Dam ByPass Bridge & back *  
 

Friday     November 19 Findlay Chevrolet “Friday Cruise Night” I-215 /Rainbow Blvd 6pm-9pm 
(702) 743-4793 and * Open House Cruise Night * Free Food & Beverages * All Years, Makes & Models 

* Music *  
 

Saturday November 20 Frank’s Thanks Giving “Saturday Car Show” I-215 /Rainbow 10am-4pm 
(702) 743-4793 * Free Car Show * Free Food & Beverages * Trophies & Awards * All Years, Makes & 

Models *  
 

Saturday November 27 Island Flavor “Saturday Ohana Get-Together” 8090 S.Durango 3pm-

7pm (702) 876-2024  
 

Sunday   December 4 2nd Monthly “Cruise the Las Vegas Strip” Meet at Palace Station 2411 W. 

Sahara Ave 7am Sunday * Meet at Front West Parking Lot on Sahara * All Years, Makes & Models Welcome 

* All Clubs & Individuals *  
 

Saturday December 18 “Christmas Toy Run” with Don “Santa” Salomonson to the Children’s 

Christmas Get-Together * * Spending time with less fortunate kids * Asking each vehicle bring at least 1 toy or 

gift kids * (702) 643-0000 



 

 

VEGAS VAIRS 

2010 MEETING MINUTES 
Recorded by Secretary PAUL BERNARDO 

 

 

  
   

   Members present were: 

  Vic Howard 

  Kevin Britt 

  Howard Stoner 

  Ernest McKinney 

  Bob Helt 

  Steve and Sallie Wentworth 

  John D'Angerio 

  Pres. Harry Ranson 

  John Charaska 

  William G. Lager 

  Gerald Dunning 

  Mel Jackson 

  Paul and Vicki Bernardo 

    

Guests: 

  Grandson of Vic, Dylan Porto 

  John Daughtry 

  John Hanne 

  

The meeting was called to order at 7:15 P.M. and discussion took place about 

the  site for picnic the on Sunday. It was determined to be to costly to reserve 

a spot that we would want to have at the park so Steve and Sally kindly offered  

their backyard for a cook off and picnic. We accepted and know it will be good  

as we have done this before. Thank you Steve and Sally for the kind offer.  

We discussed who would be coming  to the picnic and who would bring what 

 to the picnic. The 50/50 drawing was held and Steve and Sally won the money. 

 Harry called for  the meeting to end at approx. 8 P.M. 

 Mel Jackson presented a short video on Corvairs.  

 

Respectively submitted, 

Paul Bernardo, Club Secretary 

 
  



 

 

 
 

P 
 

  

The following books are for sale. 
  

--THE CLASSIC CORVAIR. A technical maintenance and upgrade manual. 310 pages. 

  $35+$7 S&H. 

--CORVAIR SECRETS. Little known design and operational insights. 170 pages.  

$25+$6 S&H. 

--HOW TO IDENTIFY AND REBUILD CORVAIR ROCHESTER CARBURETORS.  

  Comprehensive carburetor information. 110 pages.   

$20+$5 S&H. 

 Call me at 256-2008 to arrange delivery at any club meeting for no S&H charges Check or MO to: :   Sorry, no 

paypal 

Bob Helt 

3016 Pearl Harbor Dr. 

Las Vegas, NV 89117 

 

                               EXPERT CORVAIR REPAIR 

After almost 30 yrs. In the Corvair repair business I have moved to Las Vegas and I 

am now doing repairs in my shop at home. 

I do excellent work at a fair price….. brakes, suspension engines and clutch…. Most 

mechanical and electrical work. 

CARS ARE KEPT INSIDE AND WELL CARED FOR: 

                                     CALL MARTY KATZ  AT 

                                            303-7829 

                                    FOR AN ESTIMATE OR TO MAKE AN  

                                              APPOINTMENT. 

 



 

 

ANOTHER ODD THING ABOUT CORVAIRS!!!!!!!!!! 

                                                                   WHAT IS THIS? 

 

It’s a fiberglass hardtop for early model Corvair convertibles.  Back in the day there were many 

aftermarket car companies making things for Corvairs.  This top needs a little TLC. 

=========================================================================== 

CARS/PARTS FOR SALE OR WANTED  
 
PAUL BERNARDO has a 1993 GMC TYPHOON SUV, one of 4000 made in ’93 with all wheel drive, V6, turbo charged and 
inter-cooled, only 48,000 orig. miles. This was GMs star performer in 92 &93, Road and Track tested and stated it was 
faster then a new Corvette to 60 mph (5.3 sec) while still achieving 20 mpg. It is fast and smooth with all wheel drive, full 
leather interior plus all other options that were standar on a $30,000 car of its day. Only $9,000 buys a cool classic that 
will drive anywhere. Contact Paul at702-398-3972 evenings . Contact Paul at702-398-3972 or email: 
paulselect@mvdsl.com or email: paulselect@mvdsl.com  

Paul also has a TURBO SPYDER MOTOR FOR SALE:  
Paul also has a complete motor transaxle and bell housing. ID Number: TI020YR. This motor has oil in it and turns 

freely with decent compression, transmission assembly is included there is no turbo or carburetor I am asking for 

$500 for all. . Contact Paul at702-398-3972 evenings or email: paulselect@mvdsl.com  

================================================================================  
Mel Jackson__CELL# 702-755-2861 HENDERSON NV.  
 
4 doors w/glass from a 1962 ( no door panels),front and rear end suspension (no tires or rims), front and 
rear deck lids without hinges and 1 rear window with rubber in good condition ... all parts used and in 
good condition. INTERESTED AND SERIOUS CALL  
===================================================================================== 

 Anybody interested in a front right fender for a 65 coupe? You would have to cut out the turn signals for later 

models.  it comes with a significant part of the wheel well as well. 

 

It is free to a good home. Contact Mike Cassera , 702-658-9370 or email at:  michael@cassera.net 

 

mailto:michael@cassera.net

